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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, JOHN SMALLEY CAMP 

BELL, of Plainfield, New Jersey, have in 
vented certain new and useful Improvements 
in Looks and Fastenings, of which the fol 
lowing is a specification. 
My present invention relates to ‘a lock or 

fastening in which provision is made for its 
conversion, at will, into a spring-push-fas 
tening or a keylock, and is designed and 
adapted especially, but not exclusively, for 
use upon light articles of personal wear, such 
as handbags, cigar and cigarette cases, and 
the like, _ 

It has for its object the production of a 
device of the class described, which may be 
embodied in small and compact form with 
out sacrifice of any of the features belonging 
to fastenings of its class. 
The class to which the present invention 

belongs is that described inV United States 
Letters Patent No. 7 57 ,265, issued to me 
April 12, 1904, the present application being 
one divided out of my application, Ser. No. 
214,118, liled June 25, 1904. 

I-Iaving now pointed out, in general terms, 
the object of my present invention, it is 
deemed sufhcient to add that that which 
specifically constitutes my present invention 
will be hereinafter specified in detail and 
succinctly set forth in the appended claims. 
In the accompanying drawings, which con 

stitute a part of this specification, I illus 
trate my invention, in its present preferred 
form of embodiment, drawn to a highly 
magnified scale in order to clearly show the 
details which would be somewhat too minute 
Vto be clearly legible if the drawings were 
made to actual scale. 

In the drawings aforesaid, Figure I is an 
inverted elevation of my lock complete, cer 
tain of the parts being broken away. Fig. 
II is a view similar to Fig. I showing the 
subject matter thereof in top plan. Fig. III 
is a fragmental elevation of a portion of the 
subject matter shown in Fig. I, showing the 
outside of the lock in the position shown .in 
that ligure partially broken away. Fig. IV 
illustrates, in section, the operation of the 
lock by a key inserted into it and partially 
broken away. In this figure, is illustrated, 
in juxtaposition to the lock-plate, the mem 

ber of a receptacle with which, in practice, 
the latch of the fastening mechanism en 
gages, the latch and the part which it en 
gages being shown disengaged under the 
actuation of the key. Fig. V is a fragmen 
tal elevation of the subject matter of Fig. I, 
showing the key-set-plate turned to liberate 
the spring-actuating mechanism from the 
look-plate, and to convert the device into a 
spring-push-fastening. Fig. VI is a view 
similar to Fig. IV illustrating the operation 
of the device as a spring-push-fastening, the 
shell of the actuating-member being shown 
in elevation, partially broken away. Fi '. 
VII is a section on the line VII-VII of Fig. 
VI. Fig. VIII is a view of a portion of the 
subject matter of Fig. IV, partially in eleva 
tion, the key-set-plate being in the position 
shown in Fig. I, and illustrating a modified 
form of key and key guard, the key being 
shown in the initial position of inserti-on in 
which it may clear the ward. Fig. IX is a 
section on the line IX-IX of Fig. VIII. 
Fig. X is a view similar to Fig. VIII, show~ 
ing in full lines the key turned at right angles 
to the position illust-rated in Fig. VIII, and, 
in dotted' lines, the inthrust movement of the 
key through which it may gain operative ac~ 
cess to the lock spring. Fig. XI is a section 
on the line XI-XI of Fig. X. Fig. XII is 
a side elevation of the key shown in Figs. 
VIII to XI, inclusive, detached. 

Referring to the numerals on the draw 
ings, 1 indicates a lock-plate or. assembling 
member by which, in conjunction with the 
face-plate 3, my device may be operatively 
secured to a receptacle upon which it is 
adapted to be employed. The face-plate 3 
is designed to be incorporated with one mem 
ber defining the mouth of the receptacle, the 
other member thereof beingindicated by the 
numeral d in Fig. IV of the drawings. The 
members which carry the parts 3 and ét may 
be movably united in any ordinary or pre 
ferred manner, as by hinges, not illustrated. 
Against the inner face of the lock~plate 

1 is secured an elongated'flat spring 5V whose 
resiliency causes it normally to lie contigu 
ous to the lock~plate, and which preferably 
extends from end to end thereof. . The. 
spring 5 is preferably secured at its opposite 
ends to the plate 1 by any suitable means, 
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preferably such as may permit the removal 
of the plate for permitting’access to the lock 
mechanism. To that end, I 'provide a re 
turned bend 7 upon one end of the -lock 
plate provided with apocket 8 for the re 
ception of one end of the spring 5. At the 
opposite end of the plate 1, I prefer to pro 
vide a pair of lugs 9, separated a sufficient 
distance to accommodate the adjacent end 
of the spring 5 between them, and in aper 
tures in the lugs 9 I provide a pin 10, which 
confines the spring 5 in place between the 
lugs and is securely but removably held iny 
place by frictional engagement between the 
spring, the pin, and the lugs, respectively. 
The spring is preferably provided with 

one or more projections 12, which, extending 
at right angles to the longitudinal axis of 
the spring, terminate each in a latch 13 
adapted to engage and disengage the mem 
ber il, a recess 14 (see Figs. IV and VI) be 
ing provided in the face-plate 15 of the 
member 4 for their admission. 
The lock-plate 1, being, as specified, the 

assembling-member of my mechanism, I pro 
vide upon it suitable means for mounting 
the spring-actuating-member of the multi 
plex type described in my previous patent, 
by aid whereof my device is convertible, at 
will, into a key-lock or a push-fastening. 
To that end, I provide upon the lock-plate 
1 a preferably integral and annular barrel 
16 that projects outwardly from the lock 
plate in the direction of and underneath the 
face-plate 3 (compare, for example, Figs. 
II, III, and IV). This barrel confines and 
accommodates to its reciprocatory motion 
the outer tubular shell 19 of the multiplex 
actuating-member, which fits the bore of the 
barrel and is, like it, preferably of cylin 
drical shape. The shell 19, though longi 
tudin-ally movable within the barrel 16, is 
irrevoluble therein, its limitations in that 
respect being fixed by the engagement of a 
lug` 20 projecting from the periphery of the 
shell into a longitudinal slot 21 formed in 
the inner wall of the barrel and extending 
from end to end thereof, as clearly shown 
in Figs. II, III, and IV. _ 
The outward movement of the shell 19 

within the barrel 16 is limited by a key-set 
plate 23 that collars the shell near its inner 
end, being revolubly accommodated thereon 
by an external annular recess 24 formed in 
the shell and secured by a cap-plate 25, 
whose edges overhang the recess 24.-, flange 
wise. ~ 

The cap-plate 25 is preferably secured, as 
by brazing, to the end of an internal sleeve 
26 that fits snugly within the bore of the 
shell 19 to which it is separably united, as 
by a pin 27 that penetrates the shell and the 
sleeve, as clearly shown in Fig. VII. 
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The shell 19, constructed and assembled 
as specified., is confined within the barrel by 
the spring 5, and, without further provision 
than that already specified, constitutes a 
complete and eflicient actuating-member for 
the spring in a manner to operate it and its 
latches 13 like any ordinary push-fastening. 
In order to operate the shell 19 as a push 
fastening, pressure, as by the thumb, applied 

. against the outer end of the shell is sufficient 
to drive the shell, with the specified mem 
bers attached thereto, against the spring, as> 
clearly shown in Fig. VI, thereby disen 
gaging the latches 13 from the member 4L.. 
To the extent hitherto specified, the key 

set-plate 23 performs no other function be 
yond that of limiting the outward move 
ment of the shell 1,9, but it is provided for 
the'definite function of converting the actu 
ating-member, o-f which the shell 19 is a 
part, into a key-lock, and is mounted upon 
the shell in the manner described in order 
to contribute to my convertible fastening 
that compact form of embodiment that is 
essential to the availability, in practice, of 
my present invention. Accordingly, I pro 
vide upon one side of the key-set-plate 23 
an extension 29 having upon it a knob 30 by 
which it may be manipulated and partially 
rotated within the recess 211 in which it is 
mounted. The extension 29 preferably car 
ries a lip 31 adapted to engage and disen 
gage a keeper' 32 (compare Figs. I and II) 
that is secured as by rivets 33 to the face 
of the lock-plate 1, and is‘formed with a 
recess 34E adjacent to the face of said lock 
plate for the reception of the lip 31. It will 
now appear that if the extension 29 be 
turned so as to cause the lip 31, to enter the 
recess 34, `the engagement between the lip 
'and the keeper will serve to confine the shell' 
19 within the barrel 16, and to interrupt the 
operation, previously described, o-f the shell 
as a push-fastening. It is only when the 
key-set-plate is shifted to the position shown 
in Fig. V to disengage the lip 31 from the 
keeper 32 that the device is adapted to be 
operated as a push-fastening in the manner 
specified. 
During such time as the lip 31 engages the 

keeper 32, operative access to the spring 5 
can be gained only through the instrumen 
tality of a certain key. `Repeating at this 
juncture reference to my previously recited 
patent as indicating the extent to which the 
mechanism contained within the shell 19 
may be modified within the contemplated 
scope of my present invention, I proceed to 
specify that I prefer to provide for the actu 
ation of the spring, through the intervention 
of a key, by direct imp-ingement of the key 
against the spring, whereby the force of in 
thrust applied to the key may be directly 
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communicated to the spring to ‘operate it. 
To the end last specified, I prefer to pro 
vide the cap-plate 25 vv'ith an eccentrically 
disposed Vaperture 35 through which may 
pass, into operative engagement with the 
spring, the tang 36 of a key 37. If the key 
37, provided with a suitable tang 36, be in 
serted into the outer end of the shell 19 and 
turned so as to register the tang with the 
aperture 35, it may gain access to the face 
of the spring 5 and drive it with its latches 
13 away from the face of the lock-plate 1, 
as clearly illustrated in Fig. IV, thereby dis 
engaging the latches from the member 4. 

I prefer to provide means for'guarding 
the 'shell against the intrusion of an im 
proper key, such, for example, as a suitably 
slotted disk 39 rotatably secured within the 
outer end of the shell as between the end of 
the sleeve 26 and an internal annular fiange 
40, formed in the outer end of the shell 19. 
A slotted septum 41, formed integral with 
the shell 2G, may be also provided for the 

of any 
but- the proper key. 
In Figs. X to XII, inclusive, I illustrate 

a slightly modified form of my device into 
which is introduced a ward to compel rota 
tive movement of a proper key as a condition 
precedent to its gaining operative access to 
the spring 5. Referring to the numerals dis 
played upon those ñgures, 45 indicates a 
lock-plate corresponding to the lock-plate 1, 
and provided w‘itha barrel 46, correspond 
ing to the vbarrel 16. 47 indicates'a shell 
corresponding to the shell 19. The parts 
under consideration are identified by differ 
ent numerals for no other reason than that 
they are differentiated from the parts previ 
ously specified by providing within the bar 
rel a slot 48 of limited extent as contradis 
tinguished from the through-and-through 
slot 21 previously specified. This formal 
modification of detail is adaptable to either' 
of two forms of embodiment of my inven 
tion shown in the drawings. The slot 43 is 
designed to accommodate a pin 49 corre 
sponding in function to the pin 20 previously 
specified. Within the shell 47, I provide a 
sleeve 50 having a closed end 51 and an an~ 
nul-ar flange 52 that confines against the end 
of the shell 47 a key-vset-plate 53, identical 
in function, and likewise in form, if pre 
ferred, with the key-set-plate 23 already 
specified. The closed end 51, which corre 
sponds to the cap-plate 25, is provided like 
it with an aperture 55 corresponding to the 
aperture 35. The sleeve 50 confines within 
the internally flanged end of the shell 47 a 
slotted disk 56, through which a suitable key 
57 may be inserted. It may be observed 

y that to this point, with the Vslight modifica 
tions of detail specified, the subject matter 

of Figs. VIII to XI is substantially iden 
tical to all int-ents and purposes With the con 
struction of the shell 19 and its parts ap 
purtenant. The distinctive feature of the 
form of embodiment of my invention now 
under consideration is found in the presence 
within the shell 47 of a. ward 59. This ward 
consists of a pin fixed in the shell 47 and 
projecting preferably in a radial direction 
`therefrom and through the sleeve 50. The 
ward 59 is located to cover the aperture 55 
so that a key inserted through the slot in 
the disk 56 may not pass it 'except the slot of 
the disk 56 be disposed at right angles to 
the aperture 55 and the key be of proper 
dimensions. After passing the ward 59, the 
key must be ñtted to the accomplishment of 
its function, for the reason that being neces~ 
sarily inserted at right angles to the aperi 
ture 55, as shown in Figs. VIII and IX, it 
must be partially rotated before its tang 58 
may register with the aperture 55. Next, it 
must be susceptible of an inthrust sufficient 
to properly actuate the spring 5. The ward 
59, although susceptible of variation, is illus 
trated in its simplest form of embodiment, 
and the key 57, in like form of embodi 
ment, is illustrated in Fig. XII, it being 
there shown, as well as in Fig. X, with 
a gating 60, shaped to permit the requisite 
rotative and inthrust movement of the key, 
as will appear from comparison of the suc 
cessive Figs. VIII to XI, inclusive. 
In view of the reference in the foregoing 

specification to the method' of operation re 
ferred to again and again, it is sufficient to 
briefly add by way of description of the 
operation of my device that if the knob 30 
be set in the position shown in Fig. I, for 
example, the device may be operated only 
as a key lock. The key 37, if the lock be of 
the form shown in the figures preceding Fig. 
VIII of the drawings, may be employed to 
actuate the spring 5. If, on the other hand, 
the lock be provided with the ward 59, as 
shown in the subsequent figures of the draw 
ings, a key 57 must be employed. If the 
key 57 be the proper key, the presence of the 
ward 59 compels the necessity of both rota 
tive and inthrust movement of the key in 
order to enable it to actuate the spring 5. 

If the knob 30 be set in the position shown 
in Fig. V of the drawings, the necessity for 
the use of a key is eliminated, and the device 
may be operated simply by pressure upon 
the end of the shell 19 or 47, whichever be 
provided, after the manner illustrated in 
Fig. VI. 
lVhat I claim is: 
1. In a lock or fastening device, the com 

bination with “an assembling-member and a 
latch-actuating spring, of a spring-actuat 
ing member, means carried upon said latch 
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actuating-member for locking it out of serv 
ice, and a key for operating the latch 
through the actuating- member but inde 
pendently of its movement.. 

2. In a lock or fastening device, the com 
bination with a lock-plate and its actuating 
member mounted thereon and movable lon 
gitudinally, of a spring contiguously dis 
posed against the face of the lock-plate and 
adapted to confine the actuating-member in 
place, and means for detaching the spring, 
at Will. 

'3. In a lock or fastening device, the com 
bination With an assembling-member and 
spring-actuated latch, of an actuating-mem 
ber operatively connected With the latch and 
carried on the assembling-member, a keeper 
upon the assembling-member, and a movable 
piece upon the actuating-member adapted to 
engage and disengage said keeper' for lock 
ing the operating-member out of’service and 
releasing it, at Will. 

4. In a lock or fastening device, the com 
bination with an assembling-member and 

' spring-actuated latch, of an actuating-mem 
ber operatively connected With the latch 
and carried on the assembling-member, a 
keeper upon the assembling member, and a 
pivotally mounted piece upon the actuating 
member adapted to engage and disengage 
said keeper for locking the operating-mem 
ber out of service and releasing it, at will. 

5. In a lock or fastening device, the com 
bination with an assembling- member, 
spring-actuated latch, and barrel upon the 
assembling-member, of a shell movably 
mounted in the barrel, a key-set-plate mov 
ably secured to the shell, and a keeper upon 
the assembling-member Wherevvi-th the key 
set-plate may engage to limit the movement 
of the shell. 

6. In a lock or fastening device, the com 
bination with an assembling-member and 
spring-actuated latch, of a barrel upon the 
assembling-member, an irrevoluble shell 
movable endWise in the barrel, a key-set 
plate secured to the end of the shell so as to 
limit its movement in one direction, and a 
keeper upon the assembling-member adapt 
edby engagement with the key-set-plate to 
limit the movement of the shell in the other 
direction. 

7. In a lock or fastening device, the com 
bination With an assembling-member and 
spring-actuated latch, of _a barrel upon the 
assembling-member, an irrevoluble shell 
movable endwise in the barrel, a key-set 
plate secured to the end of the shell so as to 
limit its movement in one direction, a keeper 
upon the assembling-member adapted by 
engagement with the key-set-plate to limit 
the movement of the shell in the other di 
rection, and key-operative means for actuat 
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ing the latch independent of any movement 
of the shell. 

8. In a lock or fastening device, the com 
Y bination With an assembling-member and 
spring-actuated retaining-member, of a 
shell mounted upon the assembling-member 
and operative by endwise movement to actu. 
ate the latch, a movable-piece carried by the 
shell, a keeper upon the assembling-member 
wherewith said movable-piece may engage 
to interrupt the movement of the shell, and 
key-operative means for actuating the latch 
through the shell independent of any move 
ment of the shell. 

9. In a lock or fastening device, the com 
bination With an assembling-member and 
spring-actuated latch, of an actuating-mem 
ber operatively connected With the latch, an 
apertured closed end in the actuating-mem 
ber, a key-slotted member in the actuating 
member, and an intermediate Ward disposed 
between the aperture and the key-slotted 
member of the actuating-member, substan 
tially for the purpose specified. 

10. In a lock of the character described 
comprising a latch and tubular actuating 
member therefor, a Ward provided Within 
said actuating-member adapted to compel 
the return of a key fitted to operate Within 
the actuating-member to its initial position 
before it may be Withdrawn. 

l1. In a lock of the character described 
comprising a latch and tubular actuating 
member therefor, a Ward provided Within 
said actuating-member adapted to compel 
the return of a key fitted to operate Within 
the actuating-member to its initial position 
before it may be withdrawn, said Ward ex 
tending radially into the tubular actuating 
member and requiring the gating or notch 
ing of a key to fit it, substantially as set 
forth. 

12. In a lock of the character described 
comprising a latc'h land tubular actuating 
member therefor, the combination 0f a 
closed end in said actuating-member pro 
vided With an' aperture for the admission 
of a key, a key-slotted movable member also 
carried in said actuating-member, and an 
intermediate Ward adapted to compel dis 
position of the slot at right angles to the 
aperture before a key may be inserted. 

13. In a lock of the character described 
comprising a latch and tubular actuating 
member therefor, the combination of a 
closed end in said actuating-member pro 
vided With an aperture for the admission of 
a key, a key-slotted movable member also 
carried in said actuating-member, and an 
intermediate Ward adapted to compel dis 
position of the slot at kright angles to the 
aperture before a key may be inserted, and 
also to compel rotation of the key before 'it 
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may arrive at operative relationship With In testimony whereof I have hereunto 
the aperture. Y signed my name in the presence of two sub 

14. A key for a look of the kind described scribing Witnesses. 
provided upon its operative end with a tang, JOHN SMALLEY CAMPBELL. 

’ and upon one side with a gating shaped to Witnesses: 
permit the requisite rotative and inthrust ALFRED H. PLERsoN, 
movement of the key. l FLOYD E. WILLIAMS. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “ CommissionerA of Patents, 
Washington, D. C.” 


